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Despite the theoretical criticisms against it, payback is one of the most commonly used methods of investment ap
praisal in practice. Its ease of calculation and simplicity are seen as its most important advantages. In addition, an un
sophisticated method like payback can yield the correct investment decision as long as the correct cut-off is specified. 
In this paper the optimum payback cut-off and how it is influenced by inflation is studied. Three different methods of 
calculating payback under inflation are investigated. In all of these the optimum cut-off depends upon the type of 
assets (current, depreciable or non-depreciable assets) as well as the life of depreciable assets employed. The study 
shows that the optimum nominal payback cut-off (where the payback calculation is based on inflated cash flows) de
creases with increasing inflation for all asset types. The optimum real payback cut-off (based on nominal cash flows 
adjusted for inflation) does not change with inflation. The optimum uninflated payback cut-off (where inflation is 
ignored) decreases rapidly with inflation for projects employing current assets. In the paper is shown that complex but 
systematic relationships exist between a project's payback period and its discount rate. Despite its deficiencies, the 
use of the payback method is therefore not entirely irrational. 

Die terugbetalingstydperk is een van die metodes wat in die praktyk die meeste vir die evaluering van kapitaalin
vesteringsprojekte gebruik word, ten spyte van die kritiek wat teen die benadering geopper word. Die metode se 
belangrikste voordeel is dat dit eenvoudig is en min berekeninge vereis. 'n Ongesofistikeerde metode soos die terug
betalingstydperk kan ook tot die regte investeringsbesluil lei indien die korrekte tcrugbetalingsmaatstaf voorgeskryf 
word. In hierdie artikel word die optimum terugbetalingsmaatstaf en hoe inflasie dit bei"nvloed, ontleed. Orie ver
skillende maniere om die terugbetalingstydperk tydens inflasie te bereken, word ondersoek. In elke geval hang die 
optimum terugbetalingsmaatstaf af van die tipe bates (bedryfsbates, bates onderhewig aan waardevermindering en 
bates waarvan die waarde nie verminder nie), en ook van die leeftyd van die bates wat in waarde verminder. Die 
ondersoek toon dat die optimum nominale terugbetalingsmaatstaf (gebaseer op nominale kontantvloei) afneem met 
toenemende inflasie vir alle tipe bates. lnflasie bei"nvloed nie die optimum reele terugbetalingsmaatstaf (gebaseer op 
nominale kontantvloei vir inflasie aangepas) nie. 'n Terugbetalingsmaatstaf wat inflasie ignoreer neem baie vinnig af 
met toenemende inflasie indien 'n projek bedryfsbates benut. In die artikel word getoon dat daar 'n ingewikkelde maar 
sistematiese verhouding bestaan tussen 'n projek se terugbetalingstydperk en sy opbrengs. Ten spyte van die nadele 
van hierdie metode is die gebruik van die terugbetalingstydperkdus nie heeltemal sonder regverdiging nie. 

Introduction and Wales found that 86 percent of respondents employ the 
payback method for investment appraisal (Westwick and 
Shohet, 1976: 10). 

It is generally accepted that the payback method of in
vestment appraisal suffers from some serious deficiencies. 
The criticisms of the method can be found in any financial 
text, and usually include that the method gives equal weight 
to all the cash flows before the payback period and no 
weight to cash flows after it. In so doing it disregards the 
time value of money. Once the payback period has been 
determined it has to be compared with some yardstick to 

determine whether to accept or reject a project. Many firms 
that use payback choose the cut-off essentially by guess
work (Brealey and Myers, 1988: 74). 

Despite all the criticism against it, payback is one of the 
most commonly used methods of investment appraisal. In a 
survey of 103 firms in the United States, Gitman and For
rester (1977: 277) found that 10 percent of firms use pay
back as their primary decision criterion, and a further 44 
percent use it as their second most important criterion. 
Another United States survey found payback to be the 
capital budgeting method most frequently used by the 189 
respondents. It is used by 74 percent of respondents, usually 
in combination with other methods (Schall, Sundem and 
Geijsbeek, 1978: 282). A later survey of 58 American firms 
that also operated in foreign countries found that 10 percent 
of firms use this as their primary decision criterion, while a 
further 62 percent use it as a secondary criterion (Oblak and 
Helm, 1980: 277). In the United Kingdom, a survey under
taken for the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England 

In South Africa Lambrechts (1976: 28) found that pay
back is used by 63 percent of the 48 companies in his 
sample. In a later survey of 132 South African firms, 
Andrews and Butler (1986: 33) found that 69 percent of 
firms use the payback method in capital budgeting. For 26 
percent of the firms payback is the most important capital 
budgeting method in use. 

The question remains why the unsophisticated and inac
curate payback method is used so often in practice. It is 
generally agreed that the simplicity of the payback method 
is one of its chief advantages. Sarnat and Levy (1969: 489) 
also point out that the use of a crude method of profitability 
need not necessarily result in decision errors. If the correct 
payback cut-off is specified, the method will provide the 
correct capital budgeting decision. Deciding on the payback 
cut-off is therefore critical when using the payback method. 
In this paper the optimum payback cut-off and how this 
changes under inflation is studied. The effect of inflation on 
the optimum cut-off is important for firms using this 
method under high inflation. It is also important for firms 
operating in a period of low inflation following after 
periods of high inflation. This is so because many firms 
arrive at the payback cut-off essentially by guesswork 
(Brealey and Myers, 1988: 74). If the optimal cut-off is 
influenced by inflation, practices that were successful under 
high inflation may now turn out to be inappropriate. It is 
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therefore necessary to understand the effect of inflation on 
the optimal payback cut-off so that firms can make the 
necessary adjustments when moving from a position of high 
inflation to one of low inflation or vice versa. 

The paper is in six parts. This section contains the 
introduction to the paper, and in the next section the 
optimal payback cut-off in the absence of inflation is 
discussed. In the next three sections the influence of 
inflation on the optimum cut-offs of the nominal payback, 
real payback and uninflated payback methods are re
spectively studied. Conclusions are presented in the last 
section. 

Optimal payback cut-off In the absence of Inflation 
The relationship between the payback period of a project 
and its internal rate of return (IRR) has already been studied 
by Gordon in 1959. Gordon was looking for ways to esti
mate the IRR of a project, and he noted that: 

'(The IRR) is rarely if ever used to evaluate equip
ment proposals for two complementary reasons. First, 
solving the equation for (the IRR) involves tedious 
trial-and-error calculations, and, second, the range of 
error in the estimate of future receipts is considerable. 
The limitations of the basic data appear, therefore, to 
make it unwise to spend considerable effort in using a 
correct but difficult formula' (Gordon, 1959: 49). 

Today it is still difficult to estimate distant cash flows. 
Calculating the IRR presents much less of a difficulty since 
even inexpensive pocket calculators have the ability to 
solve for the IRR at the push of a button. In 1959 pocket 
calculators still had to be invented, and Gordon was looking 
for a short-cut estimate of the IRR. He found that the 
reciprocal of the payback period was in fact an estimate of 
a project's IRR. For long-lived assets it provided the best 
estimate among the methods that he considered (Gordon, 
1959: 49). 

The relationship between the payback period and IRR as 
determined by Gordon can also be used to determine an 
optimal payback cut-off period. Gordon considered projects 
with a single initial investment followed by constant annual 
earnings or savings. Assets are assumed to have a zero 
scrap value. For these projects, the optimal payback cut-off 
is: 

1 
p = (-) 

r 

where: 

1 
(--) 
r.(l+r)d 

p = optimal payback cut-off 
r = discount rate 
d = project life 

... (1) 

Equation (1) is the familiar expression for the present 
value of an annuity. The second term in equation (1) ~bove 
will decrease with increasing project length. The opumum 
payback cut-off will therefore approach the reciprocal of the 
discount rate for long projects. For shorter projects the op
timum payback cut-off will be shorter than the reciprocal of 
the discount rate. No project should therefore be accepted 
that has a payback period longer than the reciprocal of the 
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discount rate. An even shorter payback period should be re
quired if the project is short lived. 

The next section of this paper will investigate how 
equation (1) should be adapted to calculate the optimum 
payback cut-off under inflation. 

Optimum nomlnal payback cut-off under Inflation 
The expression for the optimum payback cut-off in equation 
(1) has been developed in the absence of inflation. Inflation 
changes the optimum cut-off period for the following three 
reasons: 
- Under inflation, the annual earnings or savings provided 

by a project will not be constant, but will increase at the 
inflation rate. The model must therefore allow for esca
lating earnings or savings. All other things being equal, 
escalating earnings or savings means that initial benefits 
could be lower while the project still has an acceptable 
return. This will result in a longer optimal payback cut
off. 

- Inflation increases the nominal return required and 
therefore the discount rate to be used. All other things 
being equal, this would result in a shorter optimal pay
back cut-off. 

- Inflation affects the cash flows associated with different 
types of assets differently. Under inflation, the nominal 
value of non-depreciable assets (such as land) increase, 
resulting in a large cash inflow when the project is 
wound up. The project therefore requires lower annual 
returns to show an acceptable return. All other things 
being equal, this will result in a longer optimal payback 
cut-off. Current assets, on the other hand, has to be re
placed continually at inflated prices. If this is not taken 
into account when determining the cash flows of a pro
ject, the cash flows are overstated, and a shorter payback 
(in terms of the overstated cash flows) is required if the 
project is to have an acceptable overall return. 
The remainder of this paper studies the combined effect 

of these influences on the optimal payback cut-off. This 
section investigates the effect when using the nominal 
payback method (all cash flows expressed in nominal 
money terms). To determine the optimum payback cut-off, 
a theoretical project is considered and the relationship 
between the project's IRR and its payback period deter
mined. The optimum payback cut-off is the payback period 
of a marginal project (a project with an IRR equal to the 
project discount rate). 

Apart from changes affected by inflation, this study fol
lows the assumptions of the studies by Gordon (1959) and 
Sarnat and Levy (1969) as closely as possible. Like the 
previous studies, this study also employs a discrete time 
analysis in which all trading takes place at the end of each 
year. Sarnat and Levy (1969: 480) assume 'equal annual net 
receipts', and Gordon (1959: 48) assumes that a project's 
'savings in each year will be the same'. The present study, 
similarly, assumes that annual turnover, cost of sales and 
cash expenses stay constant in real terms for the duration of 
the project. 

Both the previous studies assume that a project requires 
a single investment outlay in year 0. Sarnat and Levy 
(1969: 480) refer to the 'investment outlay', while Gordon 
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(1959: 48) calls it the 'cost of the proposal'. The present 
study also assumes that a single investment in assets is 
made in year O of the project. It differs from the previous 
studies in that they assume investment in depreciable assets 
only, while the present study assumes that the project re
quires investment in current. depreciable and non-depre
ciable assets. The present study, like the previous studies, 
assumes that no further investment in depreciable or non
depreciable assets is made during the remainder of the 
project. It does however assume that a constant real level of 
current assets has to be maintained over the life of the 
project. The level of current assets therefore increases at the 
inflation rate, and this requires an annual additional in
vestment in current assets for the duration of the project 

Samat and Levy (1969: 480) assume 'zero terminal 
values', while Gordon (1959: 48) claims that 'it is ... 
common to ignore the equipment's scrap value'. The 
present study also assumes a zero scrap value for 
depreciable assets. Current and non-depreciable assets are 
converted to cash at the termination of the project and this 
value added to the project cash flow. 

The derivation of the relationship between a project's 
IRR and its annual cash flows is presented in Appendix 1. 
This derivation identifies the annual cash flows of a project 
It determines what the relationship between the annual cash 
flows need to be to give the project its assumed IRR. With 
this known, the project's payback period can be calculated. 

Using the relationships established in Appendix 1, the 
nominal payback period of a marginal project is calculated 
in Appendix 2. The nominal payback period is the time it 
takes for the initial investment of the project to be repaid in 
nominal money terms. 

The derivation in Appendix 2 provides the following ex
pression for the nominal payback period: 

where: 
p. 

r 

i.(CAo + DAt + NAt) 
log(l + ____________ )/log(l+i) 

DAt 
(r·i).(CA0 + + NAt) 

1 - ((l+i)/(l +r)t 

= nominal payback period 
= inflation rate 
= internal rate of return of the project 

... (2) 

CAo = current assets at the end of year O of the project 
DAt = depreciable assets acquired during year O of the 

project 
NAt = non-depreciable assets acquired during year O of 

the project 
Equation (2) can be used to determine the optimal pay

back cut-off for any project. also when the project employs 
a combination of the three different types of assets. To 
determine the payback cut-off, one simply substitutes the 
proportion invested in each of the three asset types, the 
inflation rate and the appropriate nominal discount rate into 
equation (2). This yields the payback period of a marginal 
project. Projects with a longer payback period should be 
rejected, and projects with a shorter period accepted. 

To study the relationships in equation (2) it is easier to 
consider single asset projects. These are projects employing 
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only current assets, only depreciable assets or only non. 
depreciable assets. 

This is done in Appendix 2, which shows that for a 100 
percent current asset project or a 100 percent non-de
preciable asset project 

i 
log(l +-) 

r-i 
Pn = ( ") ) 

log (l+i 

For a 100 percent depreciable asset project 

i.(l - ((l+i)/(l+r)f) 
log(l+ ~-------) 

r-i 
p. = (---------) 

log(l+i) 

... (3) 

... (4) 

To determine the effect of inflation on the payback cut-off 
one further assumption is required. This concerns the effect 
of the inflation rate i on the discount rate r. The discount 
rate r depends upon the risk characteristics of the project, 
and the correct rate would be the market capitalisation rate 
of projects or firms of similar risk. Opinions differ about 
the effect of inflation on the market capitalisation rate. 

Fisher (1930: 43) studied the effect of inflation on real 
returns and expects that nominal returns will adjust to keep 
real returns constant. Fama (1981) and Benderly and Zwick 
(1985) have however found a negative relationship between 
the rate of inflation and the real yield of shares on the New 
Yorlc Stock Exchange. Fama believed this to be a spurious 
relationship because it contradicts rational expectations, ac
cording to which real variables should not be influenced by 
purely nominal variables such as the inflation rate. Benderly 
and Zwick attempted to explain this relationship in terms of 
real balances. 

The debate on the effect of inflation on real returns falls 
outside of the scope of this paper, although a relationship of 
this nature may of course have an additional effect on the 
optimal payback cut-off. For the purpose of the present 
analysis the rational expectations position will be accepted 
according to which real returns are not affected by the rate 
of inflation. 

The effect of inflation on the optimal payback cut-off can 
now be determined by assuming a constant real return and 
calculating the optimal payback cut-off for different in
flation rates using equations (3) and (4). This has been done 
for a real return of 10 percent and the results are shown in 
Figure 1. 

The curves in Figure 1 show the optimal payback cut-off 
for current and non-depreciable assets (the top curve) and 
depreciable assets with a life of 20 years, 10 years and 5 
years respectively. 

The y-axis intercepts of the curves in Figure 1 show the 
optimal payback cut-offs in the absence of inflation. These 
correspond to the cut-offs calculated by Gordon (1959) and 
Samat and Levy (1969) using equation (1). It is clear from 
Figure 1 that the optimum cut-off varies with the life of 
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Figure 1 The optimal nominal payback cut-off for projects with a required real return of 10 
percent per year 
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Figure 2 The optimal nominal payback cut-off and discount rate reciprocal for projects 
with a required real return of 10 percent per year 

depreciable assets, and that the optimum cut-off is longer 
for long lived than for short lived assets. 

Figure 1 also shows that inflation shortens the optimum 
nominal payback cut-off for all projects. A finn operating 
under inflation should therefore require projects to have a 
shoner nominal payback period than in the absence of in
flation. Similarly, a firm operating under low inflation 
should relax its payback requirement if this has been 
established in a period of high inflation. 

Gordon (1959: 49) found that, in the absence of inflation, 
the reciprocal of the payback period was an estimate of a 

project's IRR. This relationship can also be used to select a 
payback cut-off. The optimum payback cut-off approaches 
the reciprocal of the required rate of return for long 
projects. For shorter projects the optimum payback cut-off 
is shorter than the reciprocal of the required rate of return. 

In Figure 2 is illustrated the effect of inflation on the 
relationship between the optimum payback cut-off and the 
reciprocal of the required rate of return. It shows that the 
reciprocal of the required rate decreases more rapidly than 
the optimum payback cut-offs. In the absence of inflation 
all the optimum payback cut-off points were shorter than or 
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equal to the reciprocal of the required rate. Firms can 
therefore use the reciprocal of the required rate as an 
appropriate cut-off when using payback for the initial 
evaluation of projects. This criterion is less strict than 
optimal, and finns can use this to eliminate some inferior 
projects and produce a shorter list of projects warranting 
closer attention. Under inflation this relationship does not 
hold any longer, and using the reciprocal of the required 
rate as a cut-off could result in eliminating acceptable 
projects. 

The results presented in Figures 1 and 2 as well as the 
analyses on which these have been based refer to a nominal 
payback period. In this the effect of inflation has been taken 
into account when calculating the annual cash flows on 
which the payback calculation is based. In the next sections 
payback calculations that do not take the effect of inflation 
into account will be considered. 

Real payback period and Its optimal cut-off 
The correct procedure to calculate the real payback period 
is to determine the actual nominal project cash flows, de
flate this and use the deflated cash flows to calculate the 
payback period. The derivation of this optimum real pay
back cut-off is shown in Appendix 3, which provides the 
following expression for the optimum cut-off. 

CAo + DAct + NA~ 
Pr = ---------r--------

DAo 
rR (CAo + ------+ NAct) 

1 - (l+rR)-d 
... (5) 

where: 
Pr = real payback period 
rR = real rate of return of the project (internal rate of return 

for cash flows expressed in real money terms) 
The optimum payback cut-off for single asset projects are 

also calculated in Appendix 3. For the 100 percent current 
asset and the 100 percent non-depreciable asset projects this 
is given by: 

1 
Pr = 
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the nominal payback. To use the method. the analyst has to 
estimate nominal cash flows and has to convert these to real 
cash flows. The analyst may attempt to overcome this dis
advantage by estimating the real cash flows directly. This 
will result in the calculation of an uninflated payback 
period. which is different from the real payback. This is 
discussed in the next section. 

Unlnflated payback period and Its optimal cut-off 
Firms operating under inflation will not always take the 
effect of inflation into account when calculating payback 
periods. Simplicity of calculation is one of the main ad
vantages of the payback method. Complicated calculations 
to determine the exact effect of inflation on future project 
cash flows, seem inappropriate in this context. Andrews and 
Butler (1982: 35) have found that 42 percent of firms in 
South Africa make no allowances for inflation in capital 
budgeting. It is fair to assume that this percentage will be 
even larger if one considers only those firms who use the 
unsophisticated payback method. 

A project's annual cash flows (for detail see Table A.1.1) 
consist of two elements. The first is the annual trading 
surplus (sales minus cash expenses minus inventory pro
cessed). The second element is the annual investment in 
current assets required under inflation to keep the real level 
of current assets constant. The first element is easily deter
mined but the second element is not visible when inflation 
is ignored. Without inflation current assets stay constant for 
the duration of a project It appears as if no investment in 
current assets is required when inflation is ignored. 

When no allowances is made for inflation, analysts will 
therefore calculate what we shall call an 'uninflated pay
back period'. In calculating the uninflated payback, analysts 
will assume that the cash flow in the first year consists of 
the trading surplus in that year. They will furthermore as
sume that annual project cash flows remain constant for the 
duration of the project. 

The derivation of the optimum uninflated payback cut-off 
is shown in Appendix 4. This provides the following ex
pression for the uninflated payback period: 

(6) (CAo + DAct + NAS) 
••. Pu = (,-...--------------

And for 100 percent depreciable asset projects: 

... (7) 

Equation (I) is similar to equation (1), used by Gordon 
(1959) and Samat and Levy (1969) to calculate optimal cut
offs in the absence of inflation. 

As is clear from equations (5), (6) and (7), the real pay
back cut-off does not depend upon the rate of inflation. This 
method then-fore has an important advantage over the no
minal payback method because firms need not adjust the 
payback yardstick with changing inflation. The method's 
main disadvantage is that it requires more calculations than 

The uninflated payback cut-off in equation (8), unlike the 
real payback cut-off shown in equation (5), varies with the 
inflation rate. To study the difference between these two 
methods it is easier to consider single asset projects. The 
derivation in Appendix 4 yields the following optimum 
uninflated payback cut-off for a 100 percent non-depre
ciable asset project: 

1 
Pu = 

... (9) 
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and for the 100 percent depreciable asset project: 

... (10) 

The uninflated payback cut-offs in equations (9) and {10) 
are identical to the real payback cut-offs presented in equa
tions (6) and (7). These two methods do not differ for 
projects employing only depreciable and non-depreciable 
assets. 

From Appendix 4 the optimum payback cut-off for the 
100 percent current asset project is: 

l+i 
p. = (-) 

r 
... (11) 

For projects employing current assets, the uninflated 
payback cut-off varies with the rate of inflation. This is also 
evident from Figure 3, where the effect of inflation on the 
optimum uninflated payback cut-off is shown. 

Figure 3 shows that inflation has a marked effect on the 
optimum uninflated payback cut-off of project employing 
only current assets. The optimum payback decreases sharply 
with inflation. This can be ascribed to the fact that the 
uninflated payback period does not take the annual invest
ment in current assets required under inflation into account. 

The results illustrate the importance of current asset in
vestment during times of inflation. When this is neglected, 
the cash flows resulting from the project is seriously over
stated. When calculating payback periods this results in re
quiring a very much shorter payback period in terms of the 
overstated cash flows. 

Concluslons 
This study investigated the effect of inflation on the 
optimum cut-off when using three different methods of cal
culating project payback under inflation. 

The nominal payback method uses nominal (inflated) 
cash flows to determine the project payback. The study 
shows that inflation shortens the optimum nominal payback 
cut-off for all projects. A finn operating under inflation 
should therefore require projects to have shorter nominal 
payback periods than in the absence of inflation. Similarly, 
a finn operating under low inflation should relax its 
payback requirement if this has been established in a period 
of high inflation. Although the optimum nominal cut-off 
decreases, it does not decrease as rapidly as the reciprocal 
of the discount rate. The latter is sometimes used as the 
payback cut-off. Under inflation, acceptable projects may 
therefore have payback periods longer than the discount rate 
reciprocal. This does not happen in the absence of inflation. 

The real payback method deflates the nominal cash flows 
before determining the project payback. The study shows 
that the optimum real payback cut-off is not influenced by 
inflation, and that the optimum cut-off determined by 
Gordon (1959) still hold under inflation for this method. 

The real payback method is based on nominal cash flows 
that are subsequently deflated. If analysts try to reduce the 
amount of calculation this requires and simply ignores the 
effects of inflation, they will calculate what we have called 
the 'uninflated payback'. This does not include the 
additional investment in current assets required under 
inflation. The analyses show that the optimum uninflated 
payback cut-off is shortened by inflation for projects 
employing current assets. 

Gordon (1959) has shown that the life of assets employed 
has an effect in the absence of inflation on the optimum 
payback cut-off. This study confirmed that this holds under 
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Figure 3 The optimal uninflated payback cut-off for projects with a required real return of 

10 percent per year 
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inOalicll as well. and expanded the analysis to show the 
effects of employing cum:nt and DOIHlqR:ciable a.sseu. 
Tbe study shows the importance of lhe type of a.sseu 
employed when determining the optimum payback cut-off. 

This study shows that although lhe relatiooships benveen 
lhe discount rate and required payback periods are at times 
complex, they are consistent These relationships should not 

be generalised because they are limired by lhe assumptiom 
about cash flow paUemS oo which the derivatiom have been 
based. The systematic relatiooships nevertheless illustrate 
lbat lhe use of payback is not entirely inatiooal. The 
medlod's simplicity and ease of calculation compensates for 
its deficiencie., and could partly explain its wide acceptance 
in practice. 

List of symbols used 
C credirors at the end of the year 

cA creditors addcd during the year 

~ creditors that paid during the ~ 
CA = current assets II the end of lhe year 
CAA current assets .:quired during lhe year 

d duration of lhe project 

D = debt«s II lhe end of the year 

Ir deblcrs added during the year 

r, deblcrs that paid during lhe year 
DAA depreciable assets acquired dming lhe year 

F = cash flow for lhe year 

I inYenrcry II lhe end of lhe year 

I" inYentory added during the ~ 
-r i:nvemxy proc:ased during lhe year 

NAA 

p 
p. 
p, 

p. 

r 

ra 

s 
TS 

= 

= 

= 

inflation rile 

DOD~ assets acquired daring lhe year 
payback period 

nominal payblict period 

real payback period 

uninflared payback period 

internal rate of return of lhe project (for cash flows 

expressed in nominal money terms) 

real rate of return of the project (intcmal rile of return 

for cash flows expressed in real money terms) 

rotal sales during lhe year 

trading surplus (sales minus cash expenses minus 
inventory processed) 

X = cash expenses incurred during the year 
Subscripts refer IO the different project years. 
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Appendix 1 Derivation of the relationship between a 
project's IRR and its annual cash flows 

Project cash flows 
The annual cash flow associated with a project can be expressed 

F. = (cash received ~g year n of the project) minm (cab 

pucl OUl during year D of the projea) 

- (S,, -~ + IO - (1! - c:> -<! -x. -DA! - NA! --<•> 

During 111y year of the project we also have that: 

I,, = l,,.1 + I! -(' ... (2) 

For year O of the project (the year in which the project is 
initiated): 

D.1 = C.1 = l 1 = 0 

Substituting into (2), rem-mging and substituting into (1): 

Fo = -CAo - DA«t - NA«t ... (3) 

During any year j of the project (where j is greater than O and 
smaller than d): 

. .. (4) 

and 

D. = Cl+i)Il_, 
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so that, by substituting into (2): 

Ir;== iDi-1 - Df ... (5) 

Because of a trading pattern that stays constant in real terms we 

have that: 

Substituting into (5): 

Ir;== i(l +iY-1 Do - of 

Similarly for creditors and inventory: 

IA "(1 ·\i-1 T Ip 
j == I +11 ~ - j 

Substituting this as well as (4) into (1) and rearranging: 

From the regular project trading pattern we also have that: 

If we further define the trading surplus to be: 

TSJ == S; - X; - If 

Then, substituting into (6) and rearranging: 

... (6) 

In the last year of the project (year d), the wound-up value of non

dcprcciable and current assets has to be taken into account in 

addition to the 1rading cash flow. Adding this to the expression 

derived in equation (7), we obtain: 

... (8) 

The cash flow in any year of the project can therefore be 

determined from equations (3), (7) and (8) and arc summarised in 

Table A.1.1. 

Trading surplus required 

It is assumed that the proJeCL has an internal rate of return of r. or 

that: 

29 

TableA.1.1 Project cash flows 

Cash flow Year O (ini-

item tial year) Year j (O<j<.d) Year d (Jut year) 

Initial -CAo 

investment -DA~ 0 0 
-NA~ 

Trading 

surplus 0 (l+i)'"1TS1 (l+i)'-1
TS1 

Additional 

airrent assets 0 • i(l+i)i°1CAo - i( I +i)'° 1 CAo 

- (I +i)•(CAo) 

Wound up 0 0 - (I +i)•(NAt) 

Substituting for the annual cash flows from equations (3), (7) and 

(8): 

+ ((1+i)d-1TS1 - i (1+i)d-1CAO) <-'-)d 
l+r 

d A I d 
+ (1+i) (CAO • 11A

0
)(-) 

l•r 

• 0 

And therefore: 

1+i i TS1 iCAo 
(-) (-----) 
1•r (l+il (1+1) 

, +i 
+ (CAO + NI.A) (-)d 

O l+r 
0 

Solving for TS1 gives: 

l d l+i 1+l d 
, • (-) I. (-)j - (-) 

l+i jsl l+r l+r 
TSI • CA0(1+1) (----d--1.-i-.---

:E (-)J 
j•l 1 +r 

+ o,.:(l•i) 1:---
l•i,j 

:E <r.r 

l+i)d 
, - <r.r 

+ IIA:(1+1) (:----
d l+i. 
:E (->' 

j•I l+r 
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But: 

1 •i 1•1 d+1 
(-) 

d 1•1 1+r 1+r 
,: (-):I • -----

:1•1 1+r 1 +1 
1--

1+r 

Substituting and rearranging: 

r • i A 
(-----)DAAo + (r-i)NAo TS 1 • rCAo + 

1+i d - (-) 
1+r 

••• (10) 

Appendix 2 Calculating the optimum nominal 
payback cut-off 
The payback period of a project is the time it takes for the 
original investment to be repaid (in nominal money terms). For a 

payback period of p therefore: 

t r:I • o 
:1•0 

By substituting for the annual cash flows of the marginal project 
the payback period of the marginal project can be calculated. This 
can then be used as the cut-off period for payback evaluation. 
Substituting from equations (3) and (7): 

P. ,: r 
:l•O :I 

• 0 

Substituting for the annual trading surplus from (10) and re

arranging: 

But 

'P,, • 1 
• ,: ((1+i)J- )((r-11CA

0 
+ 

j•1 

• 0 

i· ((1+i)j-l) 
(1•i)P. 

:1•1 i 

Substituting and rearranging: 

(r•i) ( (1+1) P. - 1) 
(CAO + 

1 

CAO + DAA 
0 • NA: 

( 

r - 1 
)DA~ + (r-i)NA~) 

1+i d - (-) 
1+r 

••• (11) 

- , 
Ii ~ OJ 

DA~ 
NA~) + 

l+i d 
1 - (-) 

1+r 
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So that: 

i. (CA0 + DA: + NA~) 
( 1•11 P. • 1 • ------"---:....-,,---=----

DAA 

(r-1).(CAo + 1 - ((1+~)/(1+rl)d + NA~) 

And therefore: 

1.(CAO + DA~ + NA~) 
Po • log (1 +----~-----=-~""---)/log (1 +i) 

DAA 

(r-i) • (CAO + -1---,-,-1-+i~)-/-(-1+_r_)_)~d + NA~) 

Nominal payback cut-off for single asset projects 

For the 100 percent asset project: 

Substituting into (12) and simplifying: 

P. 

i 
log(1 + -) 

r-1 
log(1+1) 

Similarly for I 00 percent non-depreciable asset projects. 
For the 100 percent depreciable asset proJect: 

Substituting into (12) and simplifying: 

1.(1 - ((1+1)/(1•rl) 4 ) 
log(1 • ) 

r-1 

• •• (12) 

• •• (13) 

P. ••• (14) 
log(1+i) 

Nominal payback cut-off in the absence of inflation 

In the absence of inflation (i=O) the relationship presented in 
equation (11) still applies. The derivations following equation 
(11) have assumed that i -:f:: 0. The results therefore do not apply in 
the absence of inflation. To determine the relationships when i=O 
substitute into (11): 

• P. r (CA + ( ) DA~ + NA~ 
• • O 1 • (1+r)-d 

And therefore: 

••• (15) 

r • (CAO + ( ) DA~ + NA~ 
1 - (1+•)-d 

For the JOO percent current asset firm: 

DA~ • NA~ • 0 
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Substituting into (15) and simplifying: 

Po • 1 /r 

Similarly for 100 percent non-depreciable asset firms. 

For the 100 percent depreciable asset firm: 

CAO • NA~ • 0 

Substituting into (15) and simplifying: 

I 1 d 
(-)(I - (-) l P. -

r 1 +r 
• •• (17) 

Appendix 3 
cut-off 

Calculating the optimum real payback 

1l1e real payback period of a project is the time it takes for the 

original investment to be repaid (in year O money terms). For a 

payback period of p therefore: 

By substituting for the annual cash flows of the marginal project 

the payback period of the marginal project can be calculated. This 

can then be used as the cut-off period for payback evaluation. 

Substituting from equations (3) and (7): 

P, 
l: ,. 

jzO j 

• - CAO - DA~ - NA~ 

• - CAO - DA~ - NA~ 

• 0 

• ~· TS 1 - i.CA0 
j•l Cl•i) 

TS 1 i.CAO 
+ P,(--

(1+1) (l+i) 

Substituting for the annual trading surplus from (10) and re

arranging: 

But: 

- CA0 - DA~ - NA~ 

r-i 
+ P, (-l•i ) (CA0 + (-----)DA~• Kl\~) 

l+i d 
1 - (-) 

1 •r 

• 0 

l+r • 

And therefore: 

l•r - l+rR 
I •1 

r-1 . rR 
1•1 

... (18 

Substituting into (11) and rearranging: 

• NA~) 

So that: 

<=Ao • DA~ • ~ P, • ___ __;~--~---"----
DJ.~ 

Real payback cut-off for single asset projects 

For the 100 percent current asset project: 

DA~ • NA~ • 0 

Substituting into (19) and simplifying: 

P, 

Similarly for 100 percent non-depreciable asset projects. 

For the 100 percent depreciable asset project: 

<=Ao • NA~ • 0 

Substituting into (19) and simplifying: 

P, 

, -(-) 

rR 

, 
d ) 
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••• (19) 

••• (20) 

••• (21) 

Appendix 4 Calculating the optimum uninflated pay
back cut-off 
The uninflated payback period does not take the effect of inflation 

into account. The calculation assumes that the trading surplus 

remains constant over the life of the project. It differs from the 

real payback in that it does not take the cash flow caused by the 

additional investment in current assets into account. The annual 
cash flows are therefore assumed to be constant and equal to the 

annual trading surplus in year one (expressed in year O money 

terms) . 

For a payback period of p therefore: 

TS 
P.,(--,-l 

(1•i) 

Substituting for the initial investment from (3) and for the annual 

trading surplus from (10) and rearranging: 

p. • ( 
(r-i)/(1•i) r-i 

-------~ )DAAO • ( -- )l':AA 
1 - ((1•1l/(1+rl)d 1•i O 

... (22) 
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But: 

1•r 

1•i 

r-1 

1•1 

and therefore: 

A A 
(CAO+ DAO+ NA0 ) 

P. • 1~------=----"----':,_ ___ _ 
r 

(--)CAO• 
1•1 

Uninflated payback cut-off for single asset projects 

For the 100 percent current asset project: 

DA~ • NA~ • 0 

Substituting into (19) and simplifying: 

... (23) 

S.-Afr.Tydskr.Bedryfsl.1991,22(112) 

p.. • 
l+i ) 

(-r 

For the 100 percent non-depreciable asset project. 

CA0 • DA: • O 

Substituting into (19) and simplifying: 

For the 100 percent depreciable asset project: 

CA0 • NA~ • O 

Substituting into (19) and simplifying: 

1 
P. • (-) -

rR 

• •• (24) 

••• (25) 

••• (26) 




